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Imagines HeadcanonsPrompt RequestsCar (AX400), Luther (TR400), and Alice (YK500)ImaginesPrompt Requests You Family - Can I Join You? Don't be afraid. I'm right here. Marcus (RK200)ImaginedHeadcanonsPrompt RequestsSimon (PL600)ImaginesHeadcanonsBlind! Simon w/Police! Android! Mechanic! S/OSimon w/Seriously-disturbing! S/ OPrompt
QueriesJosh (PJ500)ImaginesReader taken hostage deviantnorth (WR400)ImaginesNorth Meeting Punk! Person! ReaderRalph (WR600)ImaginesHeadcanonsPrompt RequestsJerry (EM400)ImaginesHeadcanonsJerrys comforts the reader after a depressive episodeprompt Requests No, don't cry. I hate it when you cry. Don't be afraid. I'm right here. Rupert
(WB200) Imagines HeadcanonsIn The RelationshipTouch-Hunger! RupertPrompt Requests I want to be with you forever - I never want to hurt you. Daniel (PL600)ImaginedHeadcanonsDaniel x Shy! S/OTouch-Hungry! DanielPrompt asksTraci (WR400)ImaginesAutumn (WR400 #429 671 942) x Reader HeadcanonsAutumn x ReaderTracTracy and Stacey
W/Supporting Reader's CreaturesImaginesHeadcanonsPrompt Requests It's wrong on my part to want to save you? I've never done this before. Gavin ReedImaginesHeadcanonsGavin and Shy! Sweet! S/OGavin Celebration S/O BirthdayPrompt RequestsCaleb (RK900)ImaginesHeadcanonsPrompt RequestsMike (HK400)ImaginesHeadcanonsPrompt
Requests abisexualsailormoon asked: Hello, little angel! I was wondering if you could make me enjoy creating yourself/one shot/headcannon/drabble, where you're known throughout Detroit as Mother Androids (similar to how Daenerys Targaryen is the Mother of Dragons). DPD and Jericho, along with other friends, the crew reacts to meet the mother of
androids and ask what you are, why you are, and how you are. You do the rest, I think. By the way, tag me so I can be notified. Hello, darling! :D When I read Mother Androids, for some reason I automatically thought about RA9. But instead of being a virus or a god or the first android to wake up, MoA can be someone who cares about all androids regardless
of their circumstances. Devians go to her for advice, and she ensures that both them and machine androids are treated with great respect! I hope you like these head @thecityoffallenangels! I couldn't get to each character, but I hope it's ok! He's certainly stunned to meet you, but when you tell him who you are, he's pretty skeptical because the mother???s a
little bit of a shock. Usually? Person???. After a lengthy discussion, however, it comes to realizing that you have the sweet, parenting aspects of the mother. More often than not you would visit dpD to see how he does, and protect him from harassing Gavin, who he is grateful for. Daniel- Just at first sight you could already see all the pain this poor PL600 has
endured. From being As a best friend and family member to just a toy to be thrown away. At first he scolds you and insists that you don't know a damn thing about him, but when you hug him, he bursts into tears and clings to you. The poor thing just needed a shoulder to cry after what he's been through, and you're ready to fill that role. Mike (HK400) - You
visited an injured android while he was in his cell, waiting for a showdown. But at first he didn't react to you, even though when you walked into the cell, he panicked and told you he was afraid to die. After hours of conversation, you assure him that he is safe, tie him up with the hands of DPD, and return him the statuette that brought him to Jericho.- Android,
who loved pigeons, was interesting to meet. He was not very talkative, which was understandable, given the accident he witnessed that spurred his deviation. He felt honored to meet an android who was very much like a mother to everyone of a kind. At first he worried that his love for birds was strange... but you assured him that if these creatures kept him
company and brought him peace, that's fine. Tratis-Two girls from the Eden Club met you after Connor spared their lives. They were both soaked in rain and practically in tears as they told you as they nearly died and just couldn't take the abuse anymore. But you reassured them and got them new clothes before safely escorting them to Jericho. Sometimes
you would check for a couple from time to time. Marcus- Unlike other androids, Marcus already knew who you were as soon as he saw you. At first he acts very respectfully and treats you like a queen, but you just laugh and tell him that it is not necessary. You are stunned at how he was able to bring your people to freedom in just a week, though every time
he doubts himself, you remind him of everything he has achieved and that you are proud of him. Over time, however, you both start talking more and it opens up about your past to you. And like the PL600, it especially loves your caring nature. One day you could see him looking at Marcus with a somewhat unfortunate expression, especially whenever he
was with North, so being the mother you were, you helped him with his little crush and his self-confidence problems. Josh-You first met Josh when he wandered outside Jericho, needing to let off steam after another gruelling dispute with North. Once you introduce yourself, you both go for a walk and talk about your life before Jericho, which puts his mind at
ease. As soon as you both return and you have to part, he thanks you and says that you can visit Jericho at any time. North- The moment you met this girl, you could all the fire and fury in her eyes. Much like Danielle, she she pretty closed and accused you of trying to be an all-it-all when you told her that you understood the pain she was suffering.
Eventually, however, she comes back to you in tears, apologizing for being so arrogant and deciding to open up more to you and let you show her there is more to life than hate and blood. Ralph-Ralph takes instant sympathy for you when you visit him one day while he tends to his garden. While you're trying to tell him that your name is Mother Androids
doesn't really make you your mother, he insists on calling you mom anyway. But the nickname flatters you, so you accept it. From time to time you would visit his decrepit home and you would quickly calm him down if he would start attacking or getting a panic attack. Anonymous asked: Hiii! Can I ask for something for Connor, Marcus and Jerry, where the
reader would patch them up if they ever got injured? And they would tell them to be more careful, even if they couldn't feel Connor's pain you shouldn't be doing it, y/n, Connor was trying to protest as you were correcting up to a stab wound in the palm of your hand. Deviant tried to pin him to the locker room counter with a knife, and he cut quite deep and
made his arm crash and twitch erratically. I know, but I do. You had to really survey your surroundings for anything that could be used as a weapon. I am.. may not have taken this into account, he admitted, his LED spinning yellow. But I will be for any future missions or occasions. Then he glanced at his hand, surprised to see only a light scar. As soon as he
activated his synthetic skin, he watched her crawl on the plastic before raising his hand and smiling. MOTOR FUNCTIONS IN RIGHT HAND FULLY RESTORED appeared in his vision. You patted him on the shoulder, amused by his somewhat stunned expression. Welcome. MarcusLeo's beating you up again, Marcus? With a sigh you look at the torso of the
RK200, seeing a small wound along his ribs, from which a few sparks and drops of blue blood fell. Even though he was shirtless, you knew you had to focus on fixing it, not just gawking at why and how CyberLife provided him with a good ABS. It's all right, he tried to calm you down. He's just... Haven't had better days, and--It doesn't give him the right to take
his anger at you, you cut him off by grabbing a hot metal rod with gloves on your hands to burn the wound. I know you don't feel any pain. but don't let this be the reason people can just walk all over you. You looked him in the green eyes. One day you will have to stand up for yourself and decide when enough is enough. I'm not saying I hit them straight back,
but. don't let anyone treat you like you are anything, okay? Marcus just blinked at you, his LED shimmering yellow as he took in your advice. He opened his mouth to why did you tell him all this though, when he saw that you were going to heal his wound, he decided against it. I am.. understand y/n. Jerry God. What happened here? You gently brush your
thumb along a white, crumpled area on Jerry's jaw. Oh, I... Mmm. dropped and hit the jaw after I did a test ride, he muttered, preventing his look from yours. I-I'm probably the clumsy of all of us. I'm not worth fixing. For an android that was pretty much created to radiate anything but positivity, it ached your heart to hear how solemn his voice sounded. In truth,
none of Jerry's has ever had competition for who was the best one. Or at least... this was the case before most of them strayed and it became known that cold and noisy teens were making room on their limbs and biocomponents. With a sigh, you cupped his undamaged cheeks and made him look back in the eye. Of course you are, Jerry. You're as
important as any other Jerry. I know you don't feel physical pain, but. Try to be careful, okay? I and others wouldn't want anything bad to happen to you. The EM400 gave you a tiny smile and a nod. Ok. I'll try to be more careful next time. Thank you, y/n. Now let's get you fixed. line-viper asked: I don't know if you still want requests, but I have a vague idea.
You can do with it what you will. Someone hacking into the evidence store with glad hacking skills to get out androids out there? Ooooo yes! I like the idea! FREE YOUR PEOPLE from EVIDENCE ROOMThat was your only goal in mind as you hacked into the DPD evidence comannas where glowing white walls displaying the bodies of numerous androids
and other items appeared before you. Just at first glance you could immediately recognize them: Daniel, Rupert, Tracis, the HK400, who was abused, and Simon. Being the mechanic who helped fix a lot of broken androids back on Jericho would be quick and easy to fix, so you wasted no time in taking care of those two-day-olds you took a quick scan of
each of your friends. To your disappointment, Simon did severe eye damage that would have made him completely blind until you found compatible optics. On the bright side you had enough biocomponents to activate each of them. Several police androids who were secretly deviant guarded the archive door upstairs. Even though they gave you enough time,
you didn't want to be here any longer than you should have been. You broke down the wall and released the hatch that kept Daniel tied to it, carefully helping him stand on the floor. Then you activated receding back as his LED swirled red, and he looked back before glance fell on yours. Who are you? He boiled. It's easy.. You put your hands up. All is well.
I'm here to free you guys. Embarrassed, he looked at the wall, his eyes widening as he saw other androids hung there. But before he could pronounce the word, you came up and helped Rupert down, activating him too. Now you can go home, my friends. You can have your freedom back, you talked as you went on to revive the two Tracis, HK400, and
Simon. Y/n..? The blind PL600 asked, holding out his hands in anxiety. You grabbed them by lacing your fingers with yours. On your touch, he calmed down a little, grateful to know it was you. Y-You... Returned. Why did you leave me? I'm not up to let this ever happen again. ... Hearing Tracy's voice, you let Simon go and looked at, eyes wide when you saw
none other than Connor standing there. For a moment the look of shock crossed his features before they quickly turned without emotion and cold as he glowed at you. You're forging evidence. I'm afraid I can't let you do that, he said, approaching you, though Daniel quickly grabbed the gun that was on the shelf and pointed it at him. That's all we have for
you?!! Just objects for you toy around with until you get bored?!! He spat. You never cared about any of us!! Obviously. Why should I take care of a group of broken, defective machines that had to obey their masters? Tracy muttered in horror, holding his girlfriend's hand tightly. You'd rather complete your stupid mission than spare one of your own men! Look
what you did to us! All you had to do was give up and let CyberLife fix your programming. But no. He shrugged. You wanted to do it on a difficult road. And look where it got you. It was all on you. You went up to Daniel with your hand on the gun and lowered it to his confusion. Then you went in front of the RK800, making sure the other androids were behind
you. You're here to find Jericho, aren't you? Even if you expect to go back to CyberLife to get yourself fixed? His LED flashed bright red for a short time before returning to the blue as he nodded. Yes. But I'm given one last chance, and I don't get to him when I'm so close. The deviants you're defending can hold the key to- I'll gladly give you a seat. A what?!
(Y/n) ... You can't-! Calm down, Simon, you said through your hidden LED, before branching out telepathy toward others. I have a plan. Just stay calm and calm. You.. Will? Connor in surprise. For what in return? You let me take those androids off your hands, like Fowler told me. realized revitalizing them would be easier to accompany them. Besides, by the
time I get them to the car and the landfill, they'll be closed. They are too broken to give us any leads so they don't have a goal here. For a few moments he was silent when he considered your proposal. It seemed that you were telling the truth, and his mission was to find Jericho no matter what he took. So he finally responded after careful consideration. Ok.
But first give me a location. You nodded. Yes of course. Of course.. Then you reached into the back pocket, took out a small notebook and handing it to him. After all you've done to get to this point, you deserve it, Detective... But right before he could take it, you dropped him and grabbed him by the tie and his hand, turning and pushing him into the evidence
wall. Rupert, Tracis, and the HK400 quickly ran to pin it to him until you ripped out his regulator and broke the wall at the same time. As soon as you heard the click, you all let go and backed off. Did it work? HK400 muttered, his eyes shift nervously to yours. Of course the panic-punch Connor is now strapped to the wall, unable to move. Blood dripped from
his lips and chest as he stared at you in horror, seeing his regulator now in your hands. You squeezed him until sparks and drops of blue burst out of him before letting him fall to the floor. N-No... He was wheezing. You... can't do it ... It's not so much fun to be on the other side, is it? Daniel scoffed, coming up to him with a snul. Now you know what it's like to
be lied to. Closing his fist, he punched RK800 in the jaw, damaging the skin and disabling the impact area. He whined at the pain, opening his eyes back to see how you were going towards him. I didn't want to do that, either, Connor. But you left us no choice. All we want to do is be free. All we want is for our voices to be heard. And I know you'd like to have
that freedom, too. I am... I never will... deviant. He shook and writhed in agony, desperately trying to avoid the inevitable disconnect as red figures flashed before his eyes. People... will find you and... You will. All... Be... Destroyed.. ... Then his body limped, his eyes now gloomy and empty as he switched off once and for all. With a sigh of relief that it's finally
over, you turned to the androids, smiling at them. Now let's get out of here. alexisthedevilsfox asked: Heya Clan ' Can you make a story where the reader and Simon was in love with Marcus and Reader decided to help Simon secretly because they love Simon as well, and they are willing to sacrifice their chance with Marcus just to make Simone happy. But
they don't know that Simon the same for them and Marcus doesn't know what to do with them both because he loves them both, but he's afraid to say it because Paulie's relationship isn't common. But it's going to end happily. ^^ It's such a sweet storyline, too! Sorry it took so long to get to this, but that motivation is finally back! :)..... You know.. I heard
Marcus and North broke up last night. You and Simon looked at Josh at the same time, surprising him with words. He saw your confused faces and nodded. Yes. It's true. That's why North helped other wounded androids all day. It has to get rid of it somehow. And.. What about Marcus? Simon asked nervously, fidgeting with the ends of the sleeves. It was
pretty in the dumps. I tried to talk to him, but ... I know you're both closer to him than I am, so maybe one of you can cheer him up. With a tiny smile, he left to attend other issues in New Jericho.Only now made the realization hit you: You may have a chance with Marcus. But there was only one problem - Simon. However, this does not mean that you are
going to compete or fight it just to win the RK200 in affection. Oh no. You couldn't bring yourself to do this to him. Ever since that night of November 11, when Marcus and North kissed and joined after the soldiers retreated, you've been standing next to Simon. While you saw him smiling at the couple, it didn't match his sad, clouded blue eyes. It was obvious
that he was hopelessly in love with him, but he was too shy to express his true feelings. Just a few days ago you saw the PL600 crying a little over this. People have told you how love can sometimes hurt, but you don't want to see him in such pain when he's already gone through enough as is. So you decided you'd give him a chance to comfort Marcus and
even convince him to express his true feelings. You took care of him a lot and wanted him to be happy... even if it meant you had to sacrifice your chance with your crush. You must go talk to him, Simon, you said, patting him on the shoulder. You gave him a lot of support during the uprising, so he'll listen to you. But... you have, y/n, he retorted. You have
always been there to assure him that he is doing what is best for our people. Anyway, I think your words are what he should hear now. I might be a leader, but I'm not the best at talking. Without you, Simon firmly believed that you deserved a chance to be with Marcus. You proved that you are a formidable fighter and defender of androids who otherwise
could not defend themselves when Jericho was raided and the barricade was stormed by soldiers. You had all the qualities that would surely make Marcus fall for you, in time as Simon was, but just just servant is an android who couldn't even defend himself without you having to step in and help him. So while he knew that watching Marcus love someone
else that didn't he hurt like hell, he only wanted what was best for his friends. including you. Don't say that. You frowned a little. You've always been great at talking. You've done an incredible job at all the human-android talks so far, so you have a way with the words. Also... A small laugh ran off your lips as you playfully pushed your shoulder. .. Could this be
your big chance, y'know? Simon blushed light blue on your words, though he just shook his head and sighed. Y/n.. Teh.. The truth is that I-He was cut off by the sound of footsteps, and you both looked to see Marcus coming up to you, erasing the tears that were on his face. Hey, guys. I'm fine now. I just needed some time alone. I understand Marcus-I
understand Marcus-You and Simon were looking at each other in bewilderment. Uh uh... Jinx? Looking back at Marcus, you saw his confused gaze. What did you get in the two of you today? He asked, tilting his head to the side. You smile nervously, seeing that the stress level increases slightly in peripheral vision. No problem.. Yes, Simon muttered, his
arms swore and self-consciously rubbing his hands. No problem. We're fine. You both blush. After a long period of awkward silence, you realized that there is no way out of this situation now. But despite your programs trying to generate hundreds of thousands of excuses to come up with, in the end you knew that Marcus's lies when he was already hurting is
not the best course of action to take. Marcus.. c-can I show you the reason why? You reach out, your skin melts into plastic. He nodded and folded his hand, and you both closed your eyes as you exchanged all your thoughts and feelings for each other. W-Wait! Simon frantically blurted out, grabbing Marcus by the hand with both hands. They found their
plastic appearance, too, as he conveyed the emotions that were running through him in the RK200. But in doing so, he also showed the feelings he had for you, and all three of you could see, hear and feel them. Once you have shared everything you have kept hidden from each other, you let go and took a step back, all your eyes wide in shock. Marcus
looked at his hands, watching his synthetic skin reform as a liquid, before he looked at you both with a stunned expression Y-You Two..? His eyebrows furrowed. But. I thought only two people could be in a relationship at the same time. That's why I was willing to sacrifice my chance with you... y/n, Simon muttered sadly, his eyes snive. But then he looked at
you a few moments later. But. You loved me, too, but you wanted to do the same... just to make me happy? He put his hand on his chest. Yes. You smiled softly. But now I realized that ... no one should sacrifice their happiness. I've seen some people involved in a poly relationship and they seem to be perfectly happy together. So maybe we can try that and
see how it works? For a while Marcus and Simon were silent. Although it was not long before the last tore and came over to hug you tightly, relieved that you offered a solution that is not related to heartache. As you returned the hug, Marcus joined as well, smiling as he felt that people would call the emptiness in his heart finally close. Yes.. it definitely can
work. I've seen a lot of posts about DBH Androids being drunk and a lot more, so I'd like to write a lil' story where a reader (an android who is immune to most bugs/viruses) finds Simon to be among them and the fluffiness ensues. I hope you all enjoy ^^....... Okay, girls. I must go. With the huff, you finally broke free from the entanglement of the weapons you
were previously trapped in. rA9. Give me strength, you muttered, rubbing your head, walking the church. Your LED is swirling yellow while you're scanned for any signs of Simon, even if you were pretty much surrounded by your fellow intoxicated androids. Apparently someone at CyberLife thought it would be funny to create some sort of virus for androids
that mimic human drunkenness. It has spread like wildfire through a simple touch, although you are fortunately spared its effects thanks to improved safety protocols. The good thing was that she didn't affect anyone out of Jericho, so she was at least quarantined until she withered. Not too far away you can see Marcus on a wooden box, looking crap as Hank
would call him, as he made a slurred repetition of his speech in Capitol Park. It was supposed to keep stopping and rebooting at certain points, but many other androids cheered it. Meanwhile North was just giggling, her face blue with laughter. Yes. Even your dear leader was not safe. Josh was on the other side of the church with Rupert and Connor, who all
laughed as they quoted and recreated Vines to the best of their ability. Poor Hank tried to make sure that the RK800 he thought was his son didn't hurt himself. Your audio process picked up a sniff from behind you and you turned to see none other than Simon curled up in the corner. But his LED was red, and the collar of his shirt covered half of his face,
which bothered you. Simon? Jumping down, you went up to him and sat down, putting your hand on your shoulder, while you your other to omit it it Wrong? g-will be forever alone, he muttered, his gaze shifting to Tracis, who are still making out. Why can't I be loved like this? Oh great.. he got infected, too. With a sigh, you just chuckled, shaking your
head. Sweet. We're dating, remember? For a while he stared at you in confusion before a huge smile caught up with its features and its LED flickered blue. W-We???re not going to be About.. how am I so lucky? He leaned forward to the cup of his cheeks, laughing a little. Look at you. You're perfect in every way, y/n. I wouldn't say that, but-No! Simon's LED
quickly turned to red, his eyes filled with tears. I mean, when I say this... You are impeccable... You are much better than that. o-outdated piece of scrap .. He whimpered, his hands down, as tears began to flow down his face. Why choose me? Why n-not someone as smart as Josh about-or... Or.... However, he trailed off and just curled up against you,
pressing his forehead to your chest as he sobbed in your hands. You hugged him gently and rubbed his back. Come on, Simon. You know you're the only one I want on my side. Me-I do? He whimpered. Yes. It's just a virus messing with your head. ... m-maybe you're right. He looked at you after a few seconds, his eyes tinted red, though he calmed
down. Why did I have to get it? You smiled and wiped a tear for him. Take it easy. I hear it's temporary. Nothing bad is going to happen to you. Not in front of my eyes. Then you kissed his LED, which made him smile again. Simon leaned back on you, holding fast as his eyelids fluttered shut. Tired.. is it normal if we stay like this? He buried his face in your
shirt. With another laugh, you held him running his hand through his hair calmly. Of course, darling. I'll be here when you wake up. Thank you.. He muttered, a gesture forcing him to eventually go into sleep mode. Now your only question was. will he remember this incident as soon as the virus has been erased from his programming? Hello again lovelies! I
was thinking about one of Cara's finalees, where she, Alice and Luther escaped from a recycling center on a truck, and in the morning they wake up together in a landfill. And it just ends, and it's like hell,,, I wonder what happened after they were reunited. So here's a story where the reader finds them and offers to take them home (along with Ralph and Jerry
B.C. These two guys deserve to live, too, damnit)Keep reading Anonymous asked: Howdy Clan! If you're still taking a headcanon request you don't mind doing one with Android girls (North, Cara, Chloe, and of course Tracy's girlfriends!) helping their winged s/o (or friend) shed there feathers, gently running their hands through them? For example, how they
react to their soft wings do they hold a few feathers after? Sorry if it's a little weird, I just really like the thought of winged with/oh... - anon o sure! I think this time instead of just listing I'll make like tiny little fillets. It also gives me the opportunity to write my characters better, :)TracisY are sure it doesn't hurt, y/n? Tracy asked you how she carefully ran her
fingers through her wings, watching loose feathers fall into your knees. No, she shook her head. It just makes my hands hurt a bit, but you guys are definitely helping the molting process go faster. Then you looked at Stacey, who picked up the pen and studied it curiously. You can save it if you want. Make it into a good necklace or something. The brownhaired android blinked in surprise, though she smiled at you and just nodded. In that case I could take another couple so we have a feather necklace for each of us? Are you sure. I think that would be good. Karaau, Alice. You don't have to do that. With a tiny smile, you saw Alice running through the living room, picking up the feathers that fell to the floor and

picking them up in the trash. You felt your hand gently brush your wings, and you watched to see Cara beside you. They're very soft. Almost like a fuzzy blanket, she chuckled. On her compliment your face heats up a bit as you haven't been used to people saying such kind things about your wings. Th-Thank you, darling. I'm sorry I left a mess in the house. I
don't think my period of molting was going so soon. It is ok. She tore out the pen, holding it in her hands and feeling the tip of it. Even if it looked ugly in your eyes, you can say it in her. It was as beautiful as your new feathers would be. North.... Do you rather stay here and listen to me mope about my feathers than go with others? Besides, it's not like Marcus
will disappear all day. It's just going to have a couple of boring conversations with people. You smiled a little, though, and took note of her dull tone in the last statement. It was clear that she wanted to see less talk and more action when it came to rebuilding Detroit and giving androids the rights they fought so hard. With a mild laugh you moved the other wing
to her hand, gently brushing her skin with the tip of one of your feathers. Hey, stop it, she whined, slightly pushing away the wing as she began to blush in blue. But it just gave you even more encouragement to tickle her hand again. Oh, you're going to have a lot of fun with that. Chloe I'm still amazed that it wasn't something Elijah created, Chloe noticed how
she felt your wings, your fingertips gently gliding across the freedom as they fell on the bed. Yes.. You have to be pretty stunned there are creatures other than humans, androids and animals out there, right? It's certainly intriguing. She then ripped out the pen, examining it for a few minutes before she looked up and smiled at you. Would it be nice if I kept
some of them in a vase? Those? You're turning your eyebrow. But look at them. They're all boring and dirty and- They look great in my eyes, she gently cut you off, leaning forward to kiss your cheek. Just like any other part of you, y/n alexisthedevilsfox asked: So if you only have Connor for enquiries, and if I can have two stories... Can I have 15.33 and if
you want also 9 with Marcus? If I can't, or if you don't want to, it's perfectly normal (yes! you can request a request as many times as you wish!) 9. You mean too much to me. 15. Shouldn't you be with him? 33. Don't cry. After he administered the medicine to bedridden Carl, he insisted that you check on Marcus because he was worried about his well-being.
Such a request was strange, considering that the artist was the one who will soon be knocking on the door of Death, but you still complied and went to look for an android. It doesn't take you too long to find it as you've seen the curtains in the art studio drawn back. When you walked in the door, of course he was standing there. He looked at the picture he
had made so long ago, still on the easel, but his gaze seemed gloomy. Marcus? When he blinked a few times, he looked at you. Hey.. I thought you were taking care of Carl for tonight. Didn't you have to be with him? And.. Frankly. Me too. I mean I've known it for a while, but.... He slowly nodded and looked back at the picture, but you could see his hands the
ball in his tight fists as he bowed his head a little. Before you could say anything else, he suddenly collapsed on his knees, putting his hands over his eyes as wobbly breaths ran away from him, his chest heaving. Marcus! You ammusthlyte, rushing to your knees beside him, putting your hand on your back. Just breathe. I am here.. Moments later, Marcus
lowered his arms before his gaze met yours. And then you could see that he was crying. He never cried, so that's definitely what bothers you. Hey.. Don't cry.. You cleaned his cheek, shrugging off the tears that stained his artificial skin. It's going to be all right... I am.. I'm sorry, he put his hand on yours, which is a sign that he craved your comforting touch. I
thought... I could keep it together. But-It's okay to be afraid, Marcus, you cut it off gently. I know Carl means peace to you. He's your father, the one who you to discover the true me. but he will be at peace knowing what you have achieved. And he will always be with you... Remember that. Nodding in understanding, he closed his eyes for a while,
remembering every word you had just spoken to him. He then opened them, only to blink in surprise as you kissed him on the cheek. Your face warmed up as you came off, though you looked at it with sincerity. I don't want to see you go through this on your own. You mean too much to me. It's ok to lean on others when you need to, and it's definitely okay to
cry. She's not weak. this is what makes you even more alive. I am.. understand, Marcus finally spoke before he hugged you, bringing you into a tender embrace. Thank you for taking so much care of me. This is. that means a lot. Welcome, Marcus. You smiled when you brought back the tender embrace. I'll always be there for you. Anonymous asked: OK!
Can I ask Lil for a story where the reader as a teenager is basically, and when Marcus and Android are marching the reader is just slowly moving in front of Marcus so he doesn't get hurt because no one will shoot a human child. Marcus is certainly confused and ask what they are doing, but they just say they are doing it for their friend who has been
deactivated. The human reader just helps with the march and showing other people and Android that they can easily work together I know what I mean? You watched from the side, your heart hurtling as you watched androids marching down the street and chanting. Every second that passed, more and more joined the ranks of Marcus, starting with the fact
that he touched their hands. and then just telepathically converting them. It was certainly an incredible feat. Only with a simple view he was able to unite his people in the march for freedom and equality. Of course, you supported their cause. Heck, you even smuggled tools, spare parts, and blue blood packets to them from time to time. Having two parents
who worked in a CyberLife warehouse had their perks. You also helped fix Simon when he got injured back in Stratford Tower.Then you decided to start casually walking on the pavement, spectating in March. As much as you wanted to join them. You knew it was their time to shine. It was their moment. But even when riot police began to form a barricade at
the end of the street, they continued to march further, as if they were not even there. Marcus stopped only when the guards sent their weapons, and the chief ordered them to disperse, as it was an illegal gathering. Illegally collecting mine, you thought angrily. If there were people and there wouldn't be just a couple of police officers monitoring the protest.
Knowing the RK200 wouldn't back down on anything, you knew that everything would get ugly real gun all down without hesitation. You had to do something to show them that the case of androids was the right thing to do and just... and that humanity can work with them......... From the corner of his eye Marcus noticed you slowly walking towards him. He
frowned a little, though his expression soon turned into a shock as you stood between him and the police. A what...? (Y/n). He whispered. What are you doing here?! Standing up for you guys, you told him, glancing over his shoulder to smile at him. I know as a person, I have no right to be here. But I'm doing it for all of you... and for a friend who disconnected
some time ago. They would like to be a part of this march. they would like to stand up for you, Marcus, so I'm here to fulfill their wish. The four leaders looked at you, stunned for a few moments. But Simon just shook his head slowly. I'm sure they're proud of you for it for their sake... and we can't thank you enough to be on our side. But you have to go now...
o-or they're going to-They won't shoot the baby, Simon. Not with them as witnesses. You gestured in front of a group of journalists who had gathered and the helicopter that was flying above. Stand up! We can't shoot an unarmed civilian! Some of them exchanged glances. Even behind their shields, you were able to say that they were confused and
powerless. If they had shot you, an innocent civilian who was simply exercising his rights, the reputation of the entire police force would have been tarnished. You looked back at Marcus, giving him a tiny smile and a nod. He nodded as well, gratefully shimmering in his eyes as he mouth thanked you before you and he resumed the march, going side by side.
This time there were no chants or raised fists. Only silence, courage and determination. The police had no choice but to retreat, as the whole world, even the president himself, now watched this one human teenager.... yandere android x reader tumblr. android 17 x reader tumblr. human connor x android reader tumblr. connor x android reader tumblr. dbh
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